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I. Introduction 

Over the years with the advancement of the society, people have come across new methods in the field of 

forensic science as the criminals have also advanced their actions and way of carrying out the crime. The 

evidentiary uses of the recent scientific techniques have perceived a spate in criminal exploration. Whenever the 

investigation proceeds, the investigator go through the specific scientific phase and try to get more information 

within convinced time extent. These scientific technologies involve the cognitive brain reaction about the 

particular crime. The information is not on the based of the personal emotions of suspects neither emotional 

retort but based on the imaging exploits polygonal electroencephalographic reaction analysis stored in human 

brain. These technologies include Polygraph test, Narco-analysis test and Brain imaging which help gathering 

the helpful information from the body of the individual as it depends on the body activity and not the verdict of 

the accused. The ethical propriety of the use of brain imaging has been in doubt; they may in fact be a solution 

to many a complicated investigation and also represents the evidential value and correlation between the culprit 

and the scene of occurrence. In this advanced scientific technology, a headband with electronic sensors that is 

used to extent the electroencephalography from numerous settings of the scalp [1]. At which modus operandi 

usages well known datum that an electrical signal emits from the suspect’s brain approximately three hundred 

milliseconds subsequently antagonized with a stimulus of distinctive implication. Farwell and Donchin (1991) 

also support an impetus every of 1500 milli-seconds of brain’s ant- agony which is used in such explores [2]. 

The electrical bustle of brain can be implicit on manifold equally that is the suspect’s transistors to the function 

of application. The respondent’s brain would construe the words if he/she has an assembly with the crime and 

then it will emit P-300 waves which shall be immediately enumerated by sensors [3].  On behalf of these 

signals, the respondent could be further interrogated on the explicit expanses that will be probable of the 

clique’s information.  

 
 

Figure 1: Electrograph of brain imaging 

Abstract: In the modern world of advancement, the revolutionary technology is waving very fast in every 

field. The field of criminal justice system is also influenced by this advancement of science that has made the 

changes in the crime detection and investigation techniques. The prior responsibility of the investigation is to 

convert the doubt into reasonable certainty of the suspect either guilty or the innocence which require a lot 

of efforts to discover the root cause of crime. Generally, the investigation ended up by the adoption of the 

unfair and illegal means. The intersection of law relay on the scientific evidences which can be scientifically 

proved. These continuous changes have flourished the scientific technology by Brain mapping, Narco-

analysis, polygraph which become a focal point for resolution in criminal detection. These techniques have 

helped to be a great assistance in many cases in gathering the information from the suspects. In this study we 

focused upon the brain mapping and the capitalization of this computational technique in forensic 

investigation. It can prove the crime of the suspect beyond all reasonable suspicion and can protect the 

innocent from wrong conviction in criminal jurisprudence.  
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An adequate to standardize the brain imaging coordination, the analysis is implemented in different demeanors 

that shall be having few of relevant demeanors and some irrelevant. It is done only to determine the response of 

the suspect on both of the demeanors [12].  

 
Figure 2: Brain surfs used to ascertain remorseful. 

It consist two ends in which one end activated with the single axon of a single dendrite of neuron while other 

end is restrained by the EEG [4]. EEG deals with the range of milli-volts and mostly used for the clinical & 

research purpose. Brain imaging also include the significance in Alzheimer’s disease [11], mental melancholy 

and other form of dementia excluding the neurological disorders. 

Brain imaging precisely determines the explicit information from the vague person’s brain which differentiate it 

from the other available truth decisive techniques such as polygraph which is based on the signals that is 

generated from the blood pressure, heart rate etc. [5]. It designates that it can be used against the criminals/ 

suspects and can conclude the legal set up in any country and has helped avoiding the third degree method used 

by the police officers.  

 

II. Protagonist in felonious righteousness organism 

In modern era, with every passing moment crime is confronted in complex, newer models and different forms of 

perpetration. Whereas interrogation process is on evolvement, which encompasses three kinds of inquiries 

which maybe unswervingly to the case or the endeavor to elicit concealed facts notorious by the respondent and 

the third mode may be including the pertinent to the crime. Interrogation may be reinforced by the 

administration of another precise test such as polygraph and narco-analysis [6].  For the security persistence of a 

nation or society it can be used in criminal cases, counter terrorism and also for security testing. Usage of brain 

imaging technology merely interrupts the fortification against self- incrimination during an investigation [13]. It 

can be a persuasive contrivance in the duration of evidence compelling likely to be a strait jacket discrepancy 

amid an investigative and upheld evidentiary juncture [7].  

In India, it lie’s into an inadequate deliberation of law while this test may be practical inevitability for the law 

and order. In some belongings Supreme Court of India privileges its consequence on the rights of suspects and 

find it arduous to be applied.   These tests have not gained complete acceptance in the Indian courts but have 

proved to be a great assistance in many cases which did not have strong leading witnesses or evidences, 

similarly it has helped many investigating agencies to solve many difficult cases. 

The scientific community started to explore to rethinking on the part of criminal justice to pursue the law 

enforcement agencies and court of law. Because the evidences congregated from an investigation are always 

presented independently but the clue about these evidences can be a result to the use of brain imaging 

technology. 

III. Connotation 

In forensic sciences, the science does not articulate us about the tests that when to run them and whom to be 

testified or what should be tested. It is only gritty by the sleuth according to the expertise and appraised by the 

judge [10]. It’s about that how to get information about the specific crime is accumulated from the specific 

suspect. The perspective now exists to ominously expand the exactitude of entire system starting from the 

exploration to parole hearings. It is an appraisal that brain imaging of a criminal is applied in major cases about 

to be 60% to 70% while the other evidences such as fingerprints are encountered solitary 1% [8]. The 

convention of this method will reduce the costs and time concomitant in investigation escorting the innocent 

individuals. It will be helping in verifying the detailed statistics of crimes [9]. 

If the suspect confesses his involvement in a specific crime, the statement can be used as a proof and its result 

may be obtained in ensuing detections during the passage of investigation. The investigators can employ this 

modus either directly proposing in the court for trial or to get clue about other evidences. The final report can be 

presented to the judicial committee, who mark the resolution about a particular suspect of an actual crime. 
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IV. Conclusion 

In the recent time, criminals are exploiting the science and technologies for the crime accomplishments 

perpetrating. So the law enforcement agencies are needed to be updated according to the communal decoration 

and criminal behavior and that can be possible solitary through the implementation of precise investigative 

progression. When the brain imaging will be accompanied with the existing evidences, it will provide the weigh 

in court of law. If the brain imaging of a suspect presents the evidence of a subsidiary prerogative of innocence 

then such denial will also be a unconscionable human rights violation. It will lead towards an enormous rivalry 

in the area of security that will expedite criminal justice system from other advancement technologies.  
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